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2 (Iannamico) Some of the PPSh submachine guns had a
reinforcing ___ through the wrist area of the stock to
keep it from breaking
4 (Segel) The June 6,1944 Allied invasion of Europe
through Normandy, France; D-Day, was primarily an
___ landing operation
7 (Lake) The M15 Villar-Perosa and the MP18 Bergmann
were short, light and fired ___ cartridges at the rate of a
machine gun from very high-capacity magazines
8 From firing to firing is a measure of "___ time"
10 Long Range Hunting Scope (abbr)
12 (Hong) “The Meat Chopper”, or Quad 50, showed
devastating effects capable of shooting almost ___
rounds per second
13 (Zimmerman) On the VP9 Suppressed Pistol from B&T
the ___ functions as the handle grip of the weapon
14 (Barnes) The ___ Assistant Director (DAD) for Industry
Operations at ATF headquarters must also review all
proposed revocations before an FFL can be notified
18 VP9- Veterinary ___ 9mm
19 (Wicks) The Accuracy International AX PSR is a ___
Rifle
20 (Bartocci) Ammunition is broken down into 4 categories;
subsonic, standard velocity, high velocity, and ___
velocity
22 Chemical Warfare Service (abbr)
23 (Erenfeicht) The Browning-Petter locking idea by
Maroszek consisted of tilt-locking the bolt into the ___
opening of the receiver

1 Significant Inspection Report (abbr)
2 (Murphy) The ZVI Falcon consists of two detachable
parts for quick take down without tools; the weapon
casing with a sight and a ___ with a bipod
3 Tactical Pocket Pistol (abbr)
5 (Merrill) Hiram Percy ___ is credited for making and
successfully marketing the first practical suppressor he
called the “___ Silencer”
6 (Bruce) The 14.5mm Protivotankovoe Ruzhe Sistemy
Simonova (PTRS) used ___ post front sights
8 (Burgreen) SIG P320’s control chassis fits into a grip
module; module sizes are labeled as “Full” and “___”
9 (Brudenell) The first Glock pistols imported into the U.S.
January 1986 had serial numbers beginning with a two
letter alpha prefix of “___” followed by a three digit
number
11 (Campbell) The ASAI One Pro pistol is about as heavy
as a Government Model 1911A1 .45 because its
construction is all ___
13 (Ramos) The PDS features an ambidextrous cocking
handle that is non-reciprocating which can be tailored to
create a ___ AR
15 (Stevens) SPIW was to be a hand-held weapon holding
sixty rounds of “point ___” ammunition, plus three
40mm “area ___” grenades in a piggyback launcher
16 (Hausman) Buying a gun on someone else’s behalf is
commonly referred to as a ___ purchase
17 Precision Sniper Rifle (abbr)
21 Pistolet-Pulemyot Degtyarev (abbr)

